1962 BSA Bikes Gold Star
West Gosford, 07 April

Lot sold

Condition

Year of manufacture
Mileage

1962
4 307 mi / 6 932
km

Used

Location
Motorcycle type
Colour

Street
Black

Description
1962 BSA Rocket Gold Star
Year: 1962
Make: BSA
Model: Rocket Gold Star
Body: Motorcycle
Odometer: Indicating 4307 miles
Engine: 650cc
Transmission: Manual
Colour: Chrome
Description/extras:
- 1584 BSA Rocket Gold Star's built
- BSA 650cc Rocket Gold Star
- Twin carb motor
- One of the very best examples available today
- One for the collector who wants the best and can't find it
- Earlier restoration
This bike is in just amazing condition built 1967, Undergoing an earlier restoration the BSA Rocket
Gold Star is ready to be enjoyed as a daily rider or shown off in your garage with great investment
potential. With approx. 1584 ever built and really works well - both as a functional motorcycle as well
as an investment vehicle. BSA created a very fast bike (for the time) with good handling fast bike that
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became 'classic'. Surviving models are in such demand today!
Widely recognised as one of the most desirable of all factory built 'caf√© racers', the Rocket Gold
Star arrived in 1962 along with the first of BSA's new unitary construction range. A combination of mainly - Gold Star cycle parts and the A10 Super Rocket twin-cylinder engine, the newcomer
represented the last of the old pre-unit line rather than a new departure, and thus was destined for a
relatively short life. The model was offered in a number of different forms and with a host of options
relating to controls and equipment. With only Around 1,584 made over a two-year period and today
genuine examples are highly sought after.
Sold unregistered
As with all vehicles sold in the Classic Car Division, they have been well looked after by their previous
owners. Unfortunately, due to the high volume of vehicles, Lloyds Auctions are unable to physically
inspect every aspect of each vehicle and the description which should be used as a guide only have
been compiled after speaking with the owners. Lloyds Auctions sells these vehicles under standard
auction conditions that offers no warranties or cooling off period. Please feel free to call the Classic
Car Division if you have any questions relating to any vehicle. Inspection is highly recommended.
Lloyds stock #100961+1366
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